
Trail:  Gunny Loop 

 

Mileage: approximately 9 miles 

 

Rating/Level:  intermediate to advanced 

 

Season:  nearly year-round.  As with all local MTB trails, prevent trail damage by avoiding the 

trail after a recent rain. 

 

Directions to Trailhead: (for the loop ride) from Grand Junction, drive west on Grand Avenue, 

which turns into Broadway. Turn left onto Monument Road. Go 1.6 miles to parking lot on left. 

 

 

Here in Grand Valley, we’re blessed with a moderate desert climate and only nine inches of 

precipitation annually, so we're able to ride our mountain bikes almost every day of the year. 

There are thousands of miles of trails that range from flat, easy rides for beginners to some of the 

toughest, most technical trails in the country. Most of these trails climb and snake through desert 

boulders and cactus-lined riverbeds; they reward stamina and technical expertise with 

magnificent views. We’re lucky to have a host of options for fun and challenging rides just 

minutes from home. 

 

The Gunny Loop, located at the Tabeguache, just five miles from downtown Grand Junction, is 

one of several trails for the advanced-intermediate to expert level rider. Just east of the Colorado 

National Monument, this trail provides plenty of physical challenges with about a thousand feet 

of elevation gain in only three miles or so, and the variety of terrain keeps you alert at every turn. 

Various portions of the trail have technical drops of two to eight feet, steep descents — and I 

mean steep, rocky, rutted, teeth-clenching, butt-behind-your-seat descents. This singletrack has 

lots of ledges and stuff for the big kids to play on, not to mention incredible views of the valley. 

 

You can do this as a loop or shuttle from the top. The loop is certainly do-able in a couple of 

hours. Start by climbing Pet-e-kes, Lunch Loop Road, or lower Eagles to Widow maker, then go 

up Widow maker another mile to Little Park Road. Here you go right and climb about a mile on 

the road to the parking area on the left. Once you hit the parking area, you’ll ride on the jeep road 

for a mile or so. At the bottom of the road, veer left to pick up the Gunny Loop trailhead.  

 

Now the real fun begins with fast, technical descents. Almost immediately, you get a taste of the 

trail with a big “welcome” drop. After several technical challenges and a couple of hike-a- bike 

sections, maybe half an hour to 45 minutes from the top, you’re back to Little Park Road again. 

Cross and pick up Lower Gunny, which ends with a very, very steep descent. At the bottom, veer 

left to climb a good-size hill; turn left again to cross the next valley; and follow the signs back to 

the parking area. Look for Kurt’s lane for another challenging singletrack down. 

 

Gunny is mainly singletrack with occasional stretches of double track. Locals love this area for 

the technical challenges, the roller-coaster climbs and descents, and the beautiful desert scenery. 

Riders just wanting to explore will find a multitude of routes to satisfy them.  

 

Downhill-shuttle option: Don’t be fooled: There is still some climbing: From Grand Junction, 

drive west on Grand Avenue, which turns into Broadway. Turn left onto Monument Road. Turn 

left just before you cross the ditch on to D Road. About a mile farther, turn right on to Little Park 

Road. Drive about 2.5 miles to the large parking lot on the left. 


